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Your stay abroad
Choice of Courses & Academic Level
I chose courses that was partly contributing to my specialization at ITU and the rest was electives that
I chose based on my personal academic interest for emerging technologies and entrepreneurship. I
had done a lot of research on the courses that University of Melbourne have and had found that their
IT department had a great reputation, as well as a large amount of subjects, almost all available to
study abroad students.

The academic level was really good at UniMelb, and I was fortunate to have very passionate and
engaging professors. It is my understanding that most subjects that people from ITU would ever take
at UniMelb would be in faculties that have an extremely good level of academics teaching. The
system is of course different in Australia and as a Danish student you will always feel a little bit
different, because our educational system is focused on critical thinking. Something that not a lot of
other countries are too into. But that just gives you an advantage!

Social Life
University of Melbourne is an amazing place for a great social life! The introduction period that they
offer to exchange and study abroad students is simply magnificent! It does cost some money – but it’s
worth it! They make groups based on age and how far along you are in your studies, which is pretty
amazing, especially has a master student (no offense to the 18-year-old American girls)! The
introduction period gives you a great group of friends and introduces you not only to the university
and the city, but also to Australia culture! Just do it!

The amount of clubs, sports teams and groups on campus is ridiculous! Besides from the great social
aspects of being part of a lot of different clubs, is that for a small sign-up fee you can get all their free
stuff – most clubs do a weekly free lunch at campus. Great tip for saving some money ;) I was a part
of the mountaineering Club and that was an amazing way of meeting like-minded people and an easy
way of getting to see a lot of National Parks that surrounds Melbourne! MUSEX is the club for
exchange and study abroad students and they make a ridiculous amount of activities every semester –
they are also the ones that makes the introduction days. Pretty amazing how much emphasis UniMelb
have on making sure that their international students feel welcome.

What was your initial motivation for going abroad and did your stay meet your expectations?
My initial motivation was pure academic evolvement. I wanted a semester that would give me
something out of the ordinary on the academic level. I chose University of Melbourne because it is
the best university in Australia, but off course it is a con that the school is located in a great city like
Melbourne. The school was everything I wanted – and more. I was very excited to experience that the

academic standard was as high as I had hoped. University of Melbourne is a really, really good
university if you want academic challenges and a fantastic social life at the same time.

Please describe what you got out of your stay, both personally and academically, and how do you
expect it to contribute to your further studies?
As an exchange student you have to be socially aggressive in the beginning, in order to get to know as
many people as possible. Your social group will by all means probably be smaller than the one you are
used to from home, so make sure you put in the effort to get to know people in the beginning. This is
also where clubs and groups on campus can be of great help to get to know both international and
national students. For be it is always a great experience to get to live in another country – I love
emerging myself in a different culture and I always find something beautiful in engaging with the
culture I live in. That is something that is both valuable on a personal level, but if you, like me, want
to work abroad at some point, knowing different cultures in depth, is a great strength!
As my focus for choosing UniMelb was academic I was happy to learn that the courses I chose was as
valuable as I could have hoped for. The courses were also more practical than I am used to from ITU
and that was a great outcome of the study abroad – getting to know more programs and methods for
data analytics.

Arranging your stay
Please give a short description of the process of arranging your stay:
I applied though EDU Denmark (http://www.edu-danmark.dk) that helps students apply for a large
range of universities around the world. It is very hard to get into University of Melbourne without
them, since they have made an agreement for Danish students, so it is my advice to do it through
them. The application process is long, but when I finally send off all the material to University of
Melbourne, it took them less than one month to approve me into the program. When you have been
accepted the real fun starts! EDU has a list of things you should do and they are very helpful if you
are in doubt of what to do next:
http://edu-danmark.dk/universiteter/australien/university-of-melbourne/

There are a lot of official papers you need to obtain, but here is a list of the most import things to
remember before you go to University of Melbourne:


Apply for a student visa (if you’re unlucky you need a “Health check” and that can take extra
time, to don’t apply last minute!)



Apply for scholarships (yes, it is hell for an IT student)



Apply for the ITU Travel Pool (yes, it is ITU’s only “scholarship” and that is a scandal in it

self)


Get courses pre-approved (you do not have to take these specific courses at the end, but you
need the pre-approval to apply for “Udlandsstipendium”)



Apply for “Udlandsstipendium”



Sign up for Introduction Days



Pay your tuition

What resources did you find helpful in planning your stay and which people did you use (if
any)?
http://www.edu-danmark.dk/
EDU has a lot of resources to help you.

https://handbook.unimelb.edu.au/
This is one of UniMelb’s search engine where you can find (most) courses available at the university.
It is a good source when you need your pre-approval and to find out what kind of courses are
available in general. Search for “Subjects” not “Courses”.

http://www.mobility.unimelb.edu.au/index.html
General information about being a study abroad and exchange student at UniMelb.

https://flatmates.com.au/melbourne
https://www.facebook.com/groups/117412174975402/?ref=br_rs
Good sites for finding a place to live in Melbourne – but wait until you´re there!!!

How did you arrange practicalities such as accommodation?
Wait until you´re there! The university offers some dorm rooms at fancy complex buildings, but they
are 1) EXTREMELY expensive, 2) the students who live there are typically very young, and 3) they
have annoying rules like no guests, quiet time and packages you need to buy. Don´t stay there!
It is very easy to find a place to live when you get there – at least compared to Copenhagen. It took me
about 1,5 writing to a lot of people, viewing a lot of places and deciding what areas I wanted to live in.
You are all in the same boat and you might even find new friends to live with in a shared house!

Expenses and Financing
Please comment on expenses connected to your stay abroad
Underneath is a screenshot of my budget. Australia is a really expensive country; food, alcohol and
general cultural events are more expensive than Denmark. But a good thing is that it is as expensive
to buy quality groceries than it is to eat out at a nice restaurant – so prepare to do that a lot. On
campus there are a lot of good food options for reasonable prices!

Did you apply for scholarships and would you recommend any ones in particular?
I applied for a lot of scholarships and ended up “only” getting around 60.000kr which is a lot of
money – but not enough when you have to pay for tuition ;) But luckily there are many ways of
borrowing the money for study abroad via the Danish state, ex. Via “Udlandslån”.

Recommendations for other students:
Just do it!

